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CHARACTERIZATION OF FULLERITY DERIVATIVES FOR ORGANIC PHOTOVOLTAICS 

 
The fullerity Cmn derivatives were prepared by light illumination and ozonolysis of C60 gel solution. Experimental investigation was 

carried by UV-vis, IR, Raman spectroscopy, XPS and AFM. The structure of Cmn derivatives in gel solution (aggregates with hydrated 
shell) was studied. I present results from initial screening of the candidates based on informatics quantitative structure – property 
relationships, their comparison with results from density functional theory calculations about the effect of donor-acceptor architectures 
on the efficiency of the photovoltaic device.The comparison of spectral features for Cmn derivatives with the data for the adsorbed layers 
allowed to detect a series of Cmn hydroxyl group of derivatives.  

Keywords: fullerity fullerol, hydroxyl-, epoxy-, keto- derivatives, electronic structure, surface-enhanced infrared absorption. 
 

Introduction. Organic photovoltaic devices appear 
considerably cheaper and simpler in application, than 
traditional elements. Distribution of this technology is 
restrained by two important factors: not high (less than 9 %) 
efficiency of transformation and small works. It is considered 
that their commercial prospects depend on that, whether 
they will manage to attain ten percent efficiency at the 
simultaneous increase of calculation resource to ten 
thousand clock. These devices have recently reached 15 % 
efficiency and lifetimes close to 20 years; the search for the 
best (co)monomers for donor polymers being based on 
exacting experimental synthesis (Fig. 1).  
 

 
Fig. 1. Fullerity m60�  in polymer chains [1] 

 
The design, automation and calculation of million organic 
molecules allow the screening of the best candidates for 
further study. Current applications of biosolutions with 
fullerity m60�  and they derivatives in molecular electronics 
are based on their behavior as active photosensitizer [1÷5]. 
These features originate from known energy levels 
diagram (Fig. 2) of the photosensitized generation of 
singlet and triplet. Fullerity m60�  and its derivatives can be 
photosensitizer due to a strong absorption of light 
throughout the UV and visible regions and the low energy 

gap between the excited singlet and triplet states 
( 5,8 kcal mol� ) facilitating efficient intersystem crossing. 
High yield of the triplet state, > 95%, provides an efficient 
generation of singlet excite. Also, 60�  is a acceptor of 
photoelectrons with the ability to accommodate up to 
several electrons reversibly [1, 6]. 
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the energy levels in the photosensitized 
generation of singlet ( 1

2� ). 1S , 1 *S , 3 *S  are the singlet  
ground state, the singlet excited state, and the triplet excited  
state, respectively, of the sensitizer S ( 60� ). 3

2�  and 1
2�   

are the triplet ground and singlet state, respectively, of oxygen. 
Next transitions correspond: 1 1 *S S�  absorption; 1 * 3 *S S�  

intersystem crossing (ISC); 3 * 3 3 1
2 2S � S �� � �  energy  

transfer. The energy transfer is possible if �� 100kJ mol� �  [1] 
 

Physical and chemical properties of fullerity m60�  and 
they derivatives in gel solutions such as their structure 
(aggregates with hydrated shell), chemical and electronic 
structure were studied recently in respect to the 
photoinduced change transfer [1÷5]. However, 
experimental investigation of the behavior of fullerity m60�  
showed that it can be easily modification over light and 
very short time of charge transfer from donor to acceptor 
occurs [5, 8]. Also, the singlet excited exits very short time 
and these systems do not have applications in molecular 
electronic. Polymeric derivatives of fullerites in solutions 
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also are of importance as photosensitizers, however their 
use in dissolutions needs special confirmations [3, 11]. 

In this work, synthesized gel soluble with fullerity m60�  
derivatives by UV light illumination and ozonolysis of 
fullerene 60�  gel solution. I consider also novel 
experimental data verifying hypothesis about possibility to 
prepare stable fullerity m60�  derivatives in gel solutions on 

60�  colloids. The comparison with the results of recent 
publication on fullerity m60�  [8÷12] was carried out. I 
present spectroscopic evidence of formation hydroxyl-, 
epoxy- and keto- derivatives and discuss variation of 
electronic structure of m60�  molecule associated with 
additions of the -O  and -�O  containing functional groups. 

Experimental. I will show how the modification the 
electronic properties of the transparent electrode can be 
used to change the geometry of organic photovoltaic 
devices and build solar cells that do not require the use of 
low-work function electrodes. At the receipt of organic films 
the method Lengmyur - Blodzhett (a method allows to put 

in order and orient molecules in monolayer by the set 
appearance) arises up problem of their thermal instability 
and distributions, appearing at the transfer of tape on 
samples [13, 21]. In addition, thickness of such tapes and, 
consequently, the stake of eaten up light is small. It does 
difficult the receipt of functional photo-electric devices on 
such organic tapes. Organic elements with more high 
efficiency of transformation (to 11 %) it is possible to get 
using the method of self organizations molecules, but from 
complication of this method the industrial production these 
devices is eliminated [19]. In order to study formation of gel 
solutions with m60�  hydroxyl-, epoxy- and keto-derivatives 
I prepared two types of m60�  gel solutions which from 
toluene m60�  solution followed by evaporation of the 
toluene overlayer spread on the strong and polymer 
surface [13, 15]: this m60�  gel solution was illuminated by 
UV light from a standard bacterium dead lamp in air, 
T 300 K, 1 h� . The tin layer gel solution was ozonolysis 
during 30 min, the toluene layer was evaporated on the 
strong and polymer surface, assisting the transfer of m60�  
derivatives from toluene solution [3, 14]. Also, I studied 

m60�  derivatives in two toluene solutions: (1) products 
formed after ozonolysis 60�  toluene solution were 
repetition dissolved in toluene (a saturated solution was 
produced); (2) the toluene solution (1) was illuminated by 
UV light in air by eximer laser 280 nm,  T 300 K, 1 h� . 

Absorption spectra of these products in gel and toluene 
solutions were recorded with double beam spectrometers 
Jasco V-570 or UV-2401PC in quartz cavettos with the 
range 190 2500 nm�  at T 300 K� . Raman spectra of 
these products in toluene solutions in quartz glass cavettos 
were recorded by double monochromator DFS-24 or CT-
25C with 514,5 nm  excitation light of an Ar laser in range 
of the wave numbers 1 -11200 1500 cm�  at T 300 K� .  

Two types of m60�  derivatives in gel solutions were 
used for the fabrication of adsorbed layers on fianit and 

2 3Al O  (100)  substrates. Typically, 0,2 ml�  a solutions was 
dropped on a cleaned surface of TlBr (36 %)-TlJ (64 %) 
monocrystals and a specially treated surface 2 3Al O  (100)  
wafers (procedure used in [13]), and samples were dried in 
air at T 300 K� in dark. The samples with adsorbed layers 

were studied with IR spectroscopy (fianit substrate) and 
XPS ( 2 3Al O  (100)  substrate). The SPECORD 75 IR Zeiss 
spectrometer for transmission spectra measurements in 
the range wave numbers -1250 4000 �m�  and the 
combined spectrometer including XPS equipment with UV 
radiation ( h 1355 eV	 � � ) were used. Morphology of the 
adsorbed layers was studied with atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) at ambient conditions in the tapping mode [7, 10]. 

Results and discussion. Fullerity does not differ in 
high chemical activity [9]. To the moment of beginning 
studies in the world were not undertaken a systematic 
works on research of possibility forming fullerity m60�  the 
uncovalently constrained complexes, their physical 
properties were not studied. A few works were sanctified to 
the study of cooperation molecules in solutions [16, 18]. 
Fullerity possess photoconductivity in a spectral range 
optimal for creation of solar elements. 

Basic efforts were concentrated on the study of the 
covalently-constrained systems of artificial photosynthesis. 
There were not works on the receipt of such structures in a 
thin film variant. An organic semiconductor donor-acceptor 
complex m60�  is perspective material for the receipt of 
molecular by volume heterostructures, thin films 
heterotransitions and creation of photovoltaic devices. In 
such solar cells both electrodes are comprised of conducting 
polymers that are modified to become either hole or electron 
collecting electrodes. Quantum-chemical calculations 
showed that complex m60�  formed the uncovalently 
constrained molecular complex, energy of connection that 
grows and equilibrium distance diminishes among Mg, Zn. 
The complete charge components complexes is expected. 
In particular, the realization of surface-enhanced infrared 
absorption (SEIRA) permitted one to speak of a unified 
field of surface-enhanced vibrational spectroscopy (SEVS), 
supported by the enhanced Raman and infrared 
techniques. Enhancement by SEIRA depends on the size, 
shape, and particle density of the selected metal island 
films. In the most widely used 2 3Al O  (100)  configuration, 
film morphology is influenced by surface structure of the 
supporting substrate, as well as by the experimental 
conditions used during the film fabrication. An exact count 
gives the value of transfer charge of m60�  - TPP 0,002 

elementary charge, in the complexes of m60�  - MgTPP and 

m60�  - ZnTPP – 0,2 and 0,4 elementary charge, accordingly. 
The materials of the first group allow for transmission and/or 
reflection spectra, while the others are only adequate for 
external reflection measurements. Notably, low reflective 
materials could be optically favorable due to a reduced 
distortion of the band shape in the corresponding SEIRA 
spectrum. The spectrum photoabsorption m60�  lies in the 
length range waves 280 680 nm�  and a quantum exit, 
being probability formation of electron - ionic pair at 
absorption one photon, 0,9 makes (Fig. 3). The absorption 
bands with maxima at 527, 573, 1088, 1183, 1220 and 

-11425 cm were revealed in IR spectra of the m60�  
derivatives layer formed by UV light illumination in air 
(Fig. 3, b). The maxima at 527, 573, 1183 and -11425 cm  
correspond to the vibration modes of m60�  molecules 
[4, 16]. The bands are broad testifying that some derivatives 
can appear in water solution as the result of photooxidation 
[9], e.g. of 60� O  (epoxide) and 60 k� ( OH)
  (fullerol).  
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Fig. 3. SEIRA transmittance spectra of m60�  derivatives in adsorbed layers on 2 3Al O  (100)  substrate from fullerene 60�  

derivatives formed by the different methods: a – ozonolysis; b – UV light illumination in air. The positions of the absorption 
bands for vibrational modes corresponded to �-O, � O, �-O-C, C-OH, -OH� � �  groups [3, 17] and to vibrational modes of 

60�  molecules in gel solution [22] are marked. The insert is the spectrum (a) in the range -1300 1900 �m�  
 
Polymerization fullerene 60�  under the action of light 

radiation and formation insoluble in organic solvents tape 
allow using fullerene as new material for photo resistance 
cells. The band at -11080 cm  may be attributed to vibrations 
of �-OH  bonds. The vibration mode of �-O  bonds in 
epoxides appearing at -11374 cm  was revealed also. The 
vibration mode at -11376 cm  is attributed to vibrations of 

�-O�  bonds in epoxides, at -11197 cm  does vibrations of 
�-O-C  ester groups, and the intensive band at -11736 cm  
looks as contribution due to ketone group �-O�  [7, 18]. A 
prolonged illumination of this layer during 4 h at air (relative 
humidity 70 %) caused destruction of the part of C-OH 
bonds in 60 k� ( OH)
  since in the IR spectrum the intensity 

of -11380 cm  vibration mode strongly decreased. This result 
confirms that part of 60 k� ( OH)
  bounds can be destroyed. 
In IR spectra of the layer produced by ozonolysis absorption 
bands with maxima at 1197, 1375, 1646, 1736, 3226 and 

-13421 cm  occurred (Fig. 4). The bands at 1620 and 
-13306 cm  can be attributed to deformation and stretching 

vibrations of adsorbed -O�  groups, correspondingly. The 
other vibration mode of �-O�  also makes the contribution 
in range -13290 3300 cm� .  

This was confirmed also by comparison of the Raman 
spectrum m60�  derivatives formed by ozonolysis and 
redissolved and formed in gel by UV light illumination in air 
at T 300 K� . I revealed that in the first spectrum the peak 
at -11437 cm  and in the second spectrum the peaks at 1443 
and -11461 cm  appear. Assuming that the peak at 

-11437 cm  corresponds to the peak at -11443 cm  in the 
second spectrum, the position of the peaks in the first and 
the second spectrums can be due to ketone and epoxides 
groups, respectively. This assumption based on the 

comparison of the positions of the peak at 1461 and 
-11469 cm  which is known for solid m60�  and 60�  molecule 

[4, 16]. The position of these peaks (at 1443 and -11461 cm ) 
can inform on different degree 60�  oxidation in these two 

solutions. The next evidence of possible formation of m60�  
derivatives tailed by �-O��  and � O, � �  C-�-OH,  
�-O-C groups in the adsorbed layers was obtained from the 
data of XPS experiment for �1s  photoemission line (Fig. 5). 
The spectrum was deconvoluted through the least-squares 
procedure fitting raw spectra to Gaussians. For m60�  
derivatives formed by ozonolysis the positions of Gaussian 
maxima are bh 285,2 eV� � , 285,6, and bh 285,8 eV� � . 

The reference binding energy of �-C  bonds in 60�  is 
285,2 eV�  [10, 19], and for �-O�  bonds the values 

bh 286,5 eV� �  and bh 285,6 eV� �  can be assigned to 
�-O  or � O� , respectively [11]. 

For the sample produced by UV light illumination in air 
the energy positions of Gaussians for the �1s  line are 
285,2, 285,4, 286,8, 287,7 eV�  (Fig. 6). These maxima 
were assigned to �-C  bonds in m60�  ( bh 285,2 eV� � ), 

�-O�  bonds ( bh 285,4 eV� � ), in � O �  or O-�-O  

bonds ( bh 285,6 eV� � ) and in �-O-O�  bonds 

( bh 287,7 eV� � ) [10, 12]. The energy position Gaussian 

maximum at bh 287,7 eV� �  can correspond to the mono-
oxygenated carbon in fullerol [12, 18]. These conclusions 
mainly confirmed by data for O1s  photoemission line 
those will be publish elsewhere. Thus, these results 
indicate on formation of �-O�, � � O�, � � C-�-OH,  

� O, � � �-O-C  bonds for fullerene 60�  oxygen derivatives, 

and the skeleton of m60�  molecule, probably, is not broken. 
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Fig. 4. SEIRA transmittance spectra of m60�  derivatives  

in adsorbed layers on 2 3Al O  (100)  substrate from 60�   
derivatives formed by the different methods: a – ozonolysis; 

b – UV light illumination in air. 
The insert is the spectrum in range -12300 3900 �m� . 

The vibration mode at -13422 �m was attributed to stretching 
vibrational mode of adsorbed -OH  groups 
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Fig. 5. �1s  XPS spectra m60�  derivatives  

in adsorbed layers on 2 3Al O  (100)  formed by the different  
methods ozonolysis in air. The positions of the peaks are  

centered at binding energy corresponded to �-O�� , �-C , 
�-O-C , � O� � , � O� 
 , �-�-O� bonds 
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Fig. 6. �1s  XPS spectra of m60�  derivatives in adsorbed  

layers on 2 3Al O  (100) formed by the different methods UV  
light illumination in air. The positions of the peaks are centered 

at binding energy corresponded to �-O�� , �-C  bonds 

Because, the value of binding energy for �-C  bond 
( bh 285,2 eV� � ) are near to the value respective the 
bonds on the skeleton m60� . Using the above analysis of 
absorption bands in IR and XPS data for m60�  derivatives 
prepared by ozonolysis (Fig. 3, 4 and Fig. 6) corresponding 
to m60�  molecule tailed by ketones ( � O� � ), esters 
groups ( �-O-C ), and hydroxyl ( �-O�� ) the percent ratio 
of these component was evaluated: � O� �  – 34%, 

�-O��  – 22 % and �-O-C  – 19,5 %. These m60�  tailed 
molecules shown in Fig. 6. 

The aggregates of m60�  derivatives on substrates  
From our earlier AFM studies [3, 15] for m60�  oxygen and 
hydroxyl group derivatives in adsorbed layer on dielectric 
substrates formed over UV light illumination in air 
established that this layer contains planar orientation 
aggregates with length up 135 Å including the two 

m60� molecular clusters. Every cluster with 11 molecules of 

m60�  (28 Å) has the diameter up 72 Å. Between these 
aggregates small aggregates appear with length up 50 Å 
from two 60 11(� )  molecular clusters with the diameter 25 Å 
and/or crystallites m60�  with linear size up 28,6 Å. These 
cluster systems form one-dimensional chains due to self-
organization over UV light illumination.  

Several interesting nanoarrays m60� were also found in 
UHV environment. Hydrogen bond based network structures 
provide a potential pathway to the design of host-guest 
interfaces, because the cavity size can be controlled through 
careful selection of the component molecules. The formation 
of a self-assembled bimolecular network m60� through 
hydrogen bonds by co-adsorption of perylene tetra-
carboxylic di-imide (PTCDI) and 1, 3, 5 –triazine – 2, 4, 6 
triamine (melamine) was reported [11, 20]. AFM images 
obtained by within the framework of this work for adsorbed 
layer from m60�  derivatives formed by ozonolysis show, in 
contrast to described morphology of the adsorbed layer with 

m60�  derivatives formed over UV light illumination in air, 
disordered spherical particles with diameter 80 120 nm�  
which can be evaluated as the clusters of m60�  derivatives 
comprising 114 171�  molecules m60�  (7 Å). 

Electronic spectra of m60�  derivatives to show in Fig. 7. 
On the basis of these result I propose the energy diagrams 
and electronic transitions in m60�  [3, 14]. and their 
correlation with possible electronic structure of m60�  
molecules tailed by -O  and -OH  group. Three and two 
intense broad absorption bands with maxima at 220, 265, 
345 nm  and with minimum at 241, 284, 336 nm  (Fig. 7, a) 
dominate in the range 190 410 nm�  for the spectra in gel 
and toluene solutions. The energy positions of these 
maxima correspond to allowed electron transitions 

g g 2uh ,g t�  ( 218 nm ), u 2gh h�  (264, 284 nm ) and 

g g 1uh ,g t�  (340, 336 nm ) (Fig. 7). The shifts between the 
maxima in gel and toluene solutions are 20 and 40 nm . 
They can be associated with the hydration of m60� in gel 
solution influencing an occupation of lowest state 
conductive band, which created by molecular states 1ut . It 
is important also for electron transitions g g 1uh ,g t�  
and / or their hydrated aggregates self-formation [4, 5]. The 
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revealed morphology of adsorbed layer from this solution 
on substrate confirms it. The lowest allowed electron 
transition u 1gh t�  to excited state 1uT  at 408 nm  is 

revealed only in spectra of the m60�  derivatives in toluene 
formed by ozonolysis. This electron transition is allowed 
only for solid m60�  (Fig. 8) [4, 21]. 
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Fig. 7. The absorption spectra of solutions produced  

by the following procedures: a – UV light illumination of m60�  

gel solution in air; b –ozonolysis of m60�  in toluene solution. 
Deconvolution of the spectrum (b) shows positions of four  

bands, residuals are scarcely evident. The positions of Ib, IIb,  
IIIb bands are at 203, 242, 312, 421 nm, respectively.  

The insert is these absorption spectra in the energy scale 
(1,5 2,5 eV� � ) 
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Fig. 8. The positions of the absorption edges in spectra  

(a) and (b) of m60�  derivatives in gel can be revealed  

at 1.7, 1.8 eV� , respectively 
 

In the range 420 640 nm�  the bands can be 
associated with electronic transitions to the excited states. 
The spectra of m60�  derivatives in gel and in toluene show 
the weak bands near 450, 621 nm  (Fig. 9, d) and 536, 
598, 624 nm  (Fig. 10, a), respectively. The weak band at 
450 nm  in spectrum in gel corresponds to minimum 
absorption near 440 nm  in spectrum in toluene (curves d 
and a, respectively), and the known electronic transition 
2,75 eV�  ( 450 nm ) can be identified as 

u 1gh t� transitions in solid m60�  for these maxima [5, 14]. 
Also, the weak bands near 620 nm  (621 and 624 nm ) 
occur in both spectra. It is known that in the range 

490 640 nm�  (1,9 2,5 eV� ) the weak absorption takes 
place associated with electric dipole-forbidden transitions 
between the one-electron HOMO level with uh  symmetry 
and one-electron 1ut  LUMO level. Only for the solution of 

m60�  derivatives in toluene the weak absorption at 536 and 
598 nm  are (Fig. 9, a) [3, 19]. I suppose that the spectrum 
in Fig. 6 can characterize the solid m60�  rather than free 

m60�  molecules. These absorption maxima are shifted (up 
to 10 nm ) in comparison with known positions of the solid 

m60�  (460 and 625 nm , respectively).  
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Fig. 9. Absorption spectra of m60�  (a) and 60�   

oxygen derivatives (b) in gel solution 
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Fig. 10. The positions of the absorption edges  

for the spectra (a) and (b) can be evaluated at 1.95  
and 2,11 eV� , respectively. The insert is these absorption  

spectra in the energy scale (1 3 eV� � ) 
 
The difference between shapes of absorption spectra in 

the range 410 550 nm�  for m60�  derivatives in gel and 

toluene can be interpreted assuming that m60 n� �  absents in 
toluene, the minimum at 440 nm occurs (Fig. 11, a). Hence, 
the higher absorption in this range for spectra prepared 
without (Fig. 11, d) and with ozonolysis of initial solution of 

m60�  derivatives in toluene (Fig. 11, c) confirm that m60 n� �  

can be in both solutions. In gel solution of m60� derivatives 

prepared without ozonolysis of initial solution of m60� in 

toluene the features due to m60 n� �  are observed (that was 
showed in analysis of IR spectra in Fig. 3, a) [4, 12]. 
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Fig. 11. The absorption spectra of m60�  in toluene  

solution (a) and m60� derivatives in  gel solutions prepared 
by UV light illumination of  gel solution in air (d) and toluene  

solution (c), (b) corresponds to gel solution prepared  
from ozonolysed m60�  toluene solution 

In order to built energy diagram (Fig. 12) of the electronic 
transitions corresponding to the above experimental data we 
take the known calculated value for the HOMO–LUMO gap 
in m60�  single molecule equal to ~1.5 eV [14, 22] and 
assume that the HOMO – LUMO electronic transition in 
hydrated m60�  and C60O molecules and aggregates with 
ordered structure in water is 1,7 eV�  (insert in Fig. 8, a) and 
similar electron transitions in m60�  molecules in toluene is at 
1,8 eV�  (insert in Fig. 9, a). The comparison between 
electronic spectra of m60�  derivatives in gel solution formed 

by ozonolysis (Fig. 7, b) and 60�  oxygen derivatives in gel 
solution formed over UV light illumination 

in air (Fig. 7 a) indicates the clear difference of the first with 
appearance of absorption bands Ib, IIb, IIIb. Positions of band 
centers 220, 265, 345 nm  are shifted to lower wavelengths 
as compared with those corresponding to electric dipole-
allowed electron transitions between HOMO and LUMO in 

m60�  molecule (and also in their analogs in solid m60� ).  
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Fig. 12. IR transmittance spectra of m60�  derivatives in adsorbed layers on 2 3Al O  (100)  substrate from m60�  derivatives formed 
by the different methods: a – ozonolysis; b – UV light illumination in air. The positions of the absorption bands for vibrational  
modes corresponded to �-O�, � � O�, � � C-�-OH, � O, � � �-O-C , �-O�, -O�  groups [7, 12] and to vibrational 

modes of m60�  molecules are marked [3, 8]. The insert is the spectrum (a) in the range -12500 4000 cm� � . The vibration mode at 
-13306 cm�  was attributed to stretching vibrational mode of adsorbed -O�  groups 

 
The photo – reactive monolayer was formed by the 

adsorbate molecule bearing a ketone group and a 
benzophenone moiety on an Au-deposited 2 3Al O  (100)  
substrate. UV exposure caused the benzo phenone moiety 
to induce the photochemical graft reaction with a 
thermoplastic hydrocarbon polymer. The photo-induced graft 
reaction suppressed the dewetting of a polymer thin film with 
a 

m60�  on the 
2 3Al O  (100)  substrate. The dewetting 

suppression was achieved at an exposure dose of -25 J cm  
at the irradiation wavelength of 254 nm . The dewetting 

suppression enabled us to fabricate reliable fine patterns of 
the polymer film by thermal nanoimprint lithography and the 
Au film by subsequent wet etching. The positions of band Ib, 
IIb and IIIb are 197, 249 and 322 nm  (6.29, 4.97 and 
3,22 eV� ). These results are confirmed for the spectra of 
the diluted solution in gel: it leads to decrease of the 
absorption throughout the whole range. The observed shifts 
of Ib, IIb, IIIb bands positions were interpreted as the 
formation of m60 m n s� ( � )( O) ( OH)� � 
  taking into account 
the IR spectra in presented Fig. 3, a, and analysis of the 
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spectra of m60�  derivatives in gel solution, toluene (Fig. 5, 6, 
a). They are consistent also with variations of absorption 
features of  molecule in after light irradiation and 
photolysis [11]. In Fig. 7 the electronic transitions with 
energy corresponding to the maxima Ib, IIb, IIIb for 

)()( 
��  are presented. Self-assembled 
2D structures of  derivatives have been a prime 
target for observations by atomic force microscopy (AFM). 
Iobserved that molecules of  form a 2D network on 

substrate, driven by attractive intermolecular 
interactions [5, 17], while the surface migration barriers are 
comparatively small and charge transfer to the adsorbed 
molecules is minimal. On the contrary, a significant charge 
transfer is observed in repulsive forces between the 
molecules that prevent the formation of a molecular add 
layer network (see Fig.13). It was shown that the limiting 
factor in the formation of self-assembled networks  is 
the nature of frontier orbital overlap and absorption 
interface electron transfer. Various patterns determined by 
the intricate interplay between directional hydrogen 
bonding interactions and packing forces, including chain 
molecule–molecule and  substrate interactions, - 
demonstrated the possibility of programmed surface 
patterning using  incorporating directional 
intermolecular interaction sites. I developed an effective 
and facile method for self-assembling  molecules into 
hollow hexagonal nanoprisms with uniform size and shape 
and controllable aspect ratio [14, 16]. 

 

30 nm – line concave patterns 
of a polymer thin film 

100 nm

 
 

Fig. 13. The photo-induced graft reaction  suppressed  
the dewetting m60�  of a polymer thin film  

on the 2 3Al O  (100) substrate. UV exposure caused  
the benzophenone moiety to induce the photochemical  

graft reaction with a thermoplastic m60�  polymer 
 
The following features associated with 

m60 m n s� ( � )( O) ( OH)� � 
  compounds presence can be 

pointed out in the range 400 1000 nm�  the spectra of m60�  
derivatives in gel solution formed by ozonolysis in toluene 
and the spectra of m60�  derivatives in gel solution formed 
over UV light illumination in air (Fig. 11, a-d): the weak band 
at 408 nm  corresponding to solid m60�  exists only in the 

absorption spectra of m60�  derivatives in toluene before and 
after ozonolysis (Fig. 11,a, c); the band near 450 nm  with 
higher absorptio n as compared with curve a in the spectrum 
of m60�  derivatives in toluene after ozonolysis (Fig. 11, c); 

the broad band at 482 nm  in spectra of m60�  derivatives in 
toluene after ozonolysis (Fig. 11, c) which is remarkably 
shifted to shorter wavelengths compared to the band of 

m60�  derivatives in toluene after illumination ( 536 nm ). 

These features of the oxidized and photolysed m60�  in 

solution were associated with m60� �  formation [11, 15]. I 
can assume that HOMO-LUMO electronic transition with 
energies 1,9 and 1,27 eV�  (from insert in Fig. 10) can be 
due to m60�  molecular aggregates and m60� �  in toluene, 

respectively. These electronic transitions for m60� �  are are 
presented in Fig. 12. In the spectral range 925 1000  nm� �  
(Fig. 11) the weak feature can be assigned if to consider 

m60� � · caption as a constituent of the excited m60� �  
compound, and analyze the vibration mode at 964 nm�  
(1,34 eV� ). In the near – IR spectra this mode presents as 
the result of the electrochemical oxidation m60�  applying a 
potential sufficiently negative to cause the reduction of 
resulted in the regeneration of m60�  [6, 11]. 

I tested the functionality of the thermoplastic m60�  
polymer and performed temperature - dependent 
conductivity measurements on the bulk powder materials. 

It was the room temperature value for m60�  fell below 
the experimental limit. Therefore, no temperature 
dependence could be measured (Fig. 14). However, the 
modifying m60�  powder drastically increased by at least 
nine orders of magnitude compared to chains. Its 
temperature dependence resembled that of the m60� , 
indicating that conduction occurred through a percolated 
three-dimensional network of m60� . However, the room 
temperature value of the modifying m60�  composite did not 
reach the value of a m60�  network, which is expected to be 
one or two orders higher in magnitude. This indicates the 
existence of additional tunnelling barriers between the 

m60� , formed by the coating around m60� . As a further 
indication of functionality enhanced thermal stability of the 
composite, which decomposes in air higher. It investigated 
the photophysical properties of the composite and 
measured it's photoluminescent behavior ( extλ 330 nm� � ). 
Shows, that's a broad emission maximum modifying m60�  
at about 410 nm� caused by reduced groups. 
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Fig. 14. I-V characteristics of inverted m60�  bulk-

heterojunction solar cells with and without light modification 
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Another new concept for a solid-state cell consists of a 
polymer organic semiconductor that combines the 
functions of light-absorption and charge transport in m60�  
material. Therefore, it's able to replace both the 
transporting excitation. The photoinduced charge 
separation at the interface of an organic semiconductor has 
been studied in relation to photovoltaic devices. For an 
efficient charge generation, it is important that the charge-
separated state is the thermodynamically and kinetically 
most pathway after photoexcitation. Therefore, it's 
important that the energy of the absorbed photon is used 
for generation of the chargeseparated state and is not lost 
via competitive processes like fluorescence 410 nm� . In 
addition, it is of importance that the charge – separated 
state is stabilized, so that the photogenerated charges can 
migrate to two of the electrodes. Therefore, the back 
electron transfer should be slowed down as much as 
possible. When an polymeric semiconductor is excited 
across the optical band gap m60� . The excitation energies 

and valence band was offsets of m60�  this molecular 
semiconductor may allow electron transfer to the 
conduction band of an inorganic semiconductor. It's 
excitation energies m60�  are no longer created at the 
interface only, but throughout the whole organic material 
for electronic devices. 

Soluble modifying m60�  composite has enhanced 
conductivity and improved thermal stability. It's also 
luminescent, optically active and can be processed from 
solutions into films, coatings and fibres. Depending on the 
synthesis conditions, the bithiazole based polymers 
exhibited optical band gaps range1,77 2,62 eV� �  and the 
sopolymers displayed chromism within a wide span of the 
visible spectrum. These observations are consistent with the 
polymer adopting conformation. The circular dichromatic 
spectrum for modifying m60�  showed that the polymerization 

of aniline in the presence of m60�  and doping did not inhibit 
the polymer's ability to become optically active. 

Conclusions. Finally, I will describe examples of 
organic solar cell architectures in which all layers are 
comprised of polymers that can be processed from 
solution. I believe that these strategies pave the way to 
very low-cost photovoltaic technologies with light-weight 
and flexible form factors. I present the spectroscopic study 
evidencing formation of hydroxyl-, epoxy- and keto-
derivatives of m60�  and analyze changes in the electronic 

structure of m60�  molecule associated with additions of 

these functional groups. The skeleton of m60�  molecule is 
assumed not broken on the basis of IR, Raman, UV-Vis, 
XPS spectra of the m60�  derivatives. The electronic 

transitions in the spectra of identified m60� O , m60 k� O(-OH)  

and m60 m n s� ( � )( O) ( OH)� � 
  are presented (see Fig. 12). 
These transitions can play a role in process of new 
photosensitizers. The copolymers revealed short switching 
times and useful optical contrast respectively. These 
devices exhibited low switching voltages and switching 
times with reasonable stability under atmospheric 
conditions. I believe that these findings provide the basis 
for novel smart organic materials of great use in smart 
optoelectronic applications and devices. 
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achieved by building system from different, dedicated to one task, nodes, and reliability is analyzed. Proposed technical solution based 
on nginx that eliminates the contradiction. 
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Introduction. Recently there has been continued 
growth in both the number of online users and Web 
applications (sites, services, social networks) [1] The 
growing number of users requires a web application a 
significant increase in performance due to the fact that the 
process visits to web resources has a random nature with 
significant fluctuations. And customer service even visiting 
peaks should occur at the time of the order of 1–2 seconds 
[7]. At the same time the web application requires 
reliability, so even 15 minutes disability sites lead to a 
significant reduction of its position in Google SERP [6]. 

So actual is the problem of building Web applications 
that have improved reliability and performance 
simultaneously. But these IT requirements are often those 
that contradict each other. This contradiction occurs 
because that productivity is generally associated with 
parallel operation. This parallel operation requires some 
parts of specialization that prevents duplication of their 
work to ensure reliability. 

Implementation. In this paper we propose a technical 
solution that is optimal in terms of reliability and 
performance. As the criteria of reliability, we used a 
disability, as well as performance criteria – the number of 
components that can perform the work at once. 

To construct the solution we used technology nginx [4]. 
Nginx is a free, open-source, high-performance HTTP server 
and reverse proxy. Nginx was started in 2002, with the first 
public release in 2004. Nginx now hosts nearly 12.18% 
(22.2M) of active sites across all domains. Nginx is known 
for its high performance, stability, rich feature set, simple 
configuration, and low resource consumption. [5] Scheme of 
the standard Nginx configuration shown in Fig.1. 

As can be seen from the scheme in the standard 
technology Nginx configuration ensures reliable operation 
in the case of a single server. However, any server can fail 
for a number of reasons such as hardware or software 
failure, network failure, or even problems with the electricity 
in the data center. 

As can be seen from the scheme in the standard 
technology Nginx configuration ensures reliable operation 
in the case of a single server. However, any server can fail 
for a number of reasons such as hardware or software 
failure, network failure, or even problems with the electricity 
in the data center. 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of Nginx 

 
The standard way to improve the reliability of system 

works is mirroring servers, and the reserve server can be 
located even in a different data center. �n case of failure of 
one server it is possible to switch to another. However, the 
use of reserve systems can not improve the performance of 
the system as a whole, as the work performed by one 
anyway. To improve performance main and reserve servers 
have to serve clients simultaneously. It is clear, that in the 
case where users generate the content this architecture 
become complex because it requires synchronization of 
content between servers when the user change it. But there 
are a number of services, such as [3], where it is not 
necessary to modify the stored content in response to the 
user actions. The proposed solution is designed for these 
systems. The main idea of solution is to create mirrored 
copies of the service, access to which is performed under 
round robin, implemented by domain name system service 
[2]. Scheme of the round robin is shown in Fig. 2. 

The main problem of this solution is that it requires 
storing complete copy of the data on all used servers and 
therefore takes up more memory than the parallel 
operation of specialized copies. As the solution of this 
problem it is proposed to use natural feature of database 
cache – keeping in memory the data that are used more 
commonly. But in order to work, data used to serve client's 
request has to hit the cache in the server. So, on every 
server users requests have to be limited to some subset, of  
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